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Public Views on the Aesthetic Value of Pine Stands
Regenerated by Different Methods

M 05t  p e o p l e  enluy  t h e that has been treasured by generat,on>
beauty of furest of Americans and continue to inspire
scenery. T h e r e  i5 a us all at times. Many non-industrial
u n i q u e  b e a u t y  t h a t private forest landowners consider for-
emanate, from forests est scenery as one of their top owner-

.Iq uble&e>. PubIlL iurr>t  n,anagw”,
on the other hand, must consider the
“visual impacts” of forestry opwationi
when planning any management activi-
ty. Forest aesthetics is becoming one of
the most demanded “non-timber out-
putb” and often drives forest policy
decisions, like limiting clcarcutting. Yet,
how do we manage for forest aesthet-
ics? How  do wc asign value to xs-
thetic  attributes? How do people \-q
in their  sense of forest stand aesthetics!
Answering these questions ib only in
the initial stages, and will take some
tune. Assessing or \,aluing forest
xenery is a challenging job, especially
since there is no real maket or price for
it. It is also common  that one person’s
likes may be another person’s dislikes.

Our study of forest ae,thetu  iii&
d \ cry common  yet somewhat difficult
bubject  matter-young pine  stands and
plantations at about midrotation. These
are not generally considered the most
beautiful of forest sett ings,  yet suc11
stands are an increasing component
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Public’s View of the

Importance of Non-Timber

Benefits:

1. Wildlife habitat

2. Hiking/walking/cycling

3. Picnicking

4. Biodiversity

5. Camping

6. Aesthetics

7. Bird Watching

8. Hunting
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